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Containers Bring New Security 
Demands, and Threats 

Enterprises are racing to architect enterprise-wide container strategies for 
multi-cloud and on-premise platforms. These Kubernetes, Docker and 
OpenShift environments operate at highly automated scale with hundreds, 
and even thousands, of containers continuously interacting. Critical 
vulnerabilities can open the door to hackers, requiring scanning at all stages of 
the pipeline. The combination of east-west container traffic explosion, low 
network visibility and legacy security tools leave security teams blind and at-
risk. NeuVector delivers a complete lifecycle container security platform with 
the industry’s only multi-vector container firewall, delivering vulnerability 
scanning combined with true Level-7 container network protection.  

Leading enterprises around the globe choose NeuVector because they know 
run-time container security without deep network protection leaves you 
vulnerable. 
 

The NeuVector Solution 
NeuVector delivers a complete end-to-end container security solution 
featuring unique network packet visibility and protection, a container 
process & file system monitor, and vulnerability management. NeuVector 
automatically scales, requires zero-configuration with no error-prone 
manual policy updates, even as the number or types of containers expand 
or contract to meet service demands. NeuVector instantly detects and 
prevents container attacks and violations, suspicious processes, and 
application vulnerabilities during the entire CI/CD pipeline from build to 
ship to run-time.  

The solution is a cloud-native 
container itself and is simple to 
deploy on greenfield or brownfield 
environments. No agents, no 
coding, and no embedding 
required! 

 

 
 

 Try NeuVector Today 
Request a trial or schedule a demo at  
https://neuvector.com 

 

About NeuVector 
NeuVector, the leader in Full 
Lifecycle Container Security, 
offers the only cloud-native 
Kubernetes security platform 
delivering uncompromising end-
to-end protection from DevOps 
vulnerability protection to 
automated run-time security, and 
featuring a true Layer 7 container 
firewall. 

NeuVector delivers east-west 
container traffic visibility, 
container protection, and host 
security in a complete end-to-end 
container security platform. 
NeuVector customers include 
global leaders in financial 
services, healthcare and 
publishing. 

Founded by industry veterans 
from Fortinet, VMware, and Trend 
Micro, NeuVector has developed 
patent-pending behavioral 
learning for container security.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Us 
info@neuvector.com 
2880 Zanker Road, Suite 109 
San Jose, CA 95134 


